
The CBO designed and manufactured range of RDS Solar trailers 
provide effective and reliable mobile platforms specifically for 
communications technologies without the traditional compromises 
on functionality. Fully engineered by CBO encompassing many 
years of knowledge garnered from

successful in-field deployments in harsh environments supporting 
challenging applications. Designed for safe, single person 
operations with market leading levels of functionality and 
performance.

Suitable for a wide range of applications such as Wifi, CCTV, 
Microwave, Scada, LTE, UHF/VHF, 4G/5G and digital radio. 
Australian made and built to last with no compromise on quality or 
reliability.
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The RDS solar trailer range consists of both single and tandem axle, ADR compliant  platforms. All of our 
standard platforms consist of innovative features such as variable angle solar array, adjustable ballasting, fixed 
position stability legs and a modular integration technique for variable elevation solutions. A range of application 
specific equipment and battery enclosures are available to offer our clients a market leading level of versatility 
and customisation without the costs normally associated with bespoke solutions. Our manufacturing and 
supporting quality assurance process’ ensure we can, and will deliver a solution to meet your needs.

Solar Trailers Range

Single Panel Solar Trailer 

Dual Panel Solar Trailer

Four Panel Solar Trailer

Eight Panel Solar Trailer

RDS7X5-STL-1P0503

RDS8X5-STM-2P1003

RDS8X5-STM-4P2003

RDS14X5-STH-8P4003

Model NumberDescription Power Output* Autononmy

50w - 3 Days

100w - 3 Days

200w - 3 Da

400w - 3 Days

*Indicative performance only and subject to final configuration and location of deployment and operation.


